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Highlights
- Genome-scale evolution involves mutation, chromosomal rearrangements, hybridization and polyploidy
- Repeated sequences can be localized or dispersed in the genome and make up most of the DNA
- Evolutionary processes may be continuous or episodic and have contrasting long and short-term consequences
- Sequences, synthetic hybrids, comparative genomics and modelling link genome behaviour and consequences
- Understanding genome evolution is critical for biodiversity conservation and breeding sustainable crops

Abstract
Darwin recognized the processes of speciation and the extinctions of species. We now understand many of the
genome-scale processes occurring during evolution involving mutations, amplification, loss or homogenization
of sequences; rearrangement, fusion and fission of chromosomes; and horizontal transfer of genes or genomes
through polyploidy or other mechanisms. DNA sequence information, combined with appropriate informatic
tools and experimental approaches including generation of synthetic hybrids, comparison of genotypes across
environments, and modelling of genomic responses, is now letting us link genome behaviour with its
consequences. The understanding of genome evolution will be of critical value both for conservation of the
biodiversity of the plant kingdom and addressing the challenges of breeding new and more sustainable crops to
feed the human population.

Evolution and phylogenies
Darwin (1859), in the only figure in "The Origin of Species" (fig. 1a) recognized that species arose from existing
species and that extinction was occurring continuously, while other species remained extant or gave rise to new
species. His diagram indicated the origin of very variable numbers of taxa from a single ancestor, and here I aim
to overview some of the events of genome evolution which have the consequence of continuation or extinction.
In the last decade, based on reassessment of morphological data in the light of molecular work, the evolutionary
relationships of all seed plants have become clear, and the latest revision of angiosperm taxonomy (**APG,
2009) gives the phylogenetic position of almost all taxa down to the level of families. As shown by Darwin, a
species and its lineage can become extinct, or a species can diverge into numerous new taxa. Between extremes,
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a species can remain for an extended evolutionary time without speciation or extinction. Speciation involves a
range of changes at the genome or DNA level which are usually heritable. Each evolutionary change in the
DNA in a genome is, by its nature, saltatory, involving a jump from one condition to another. When there are
large numbers of changes, together they can be treated as a continuous character, widely used in analysis of
evolution of single copy DNA from nuclear or organellar genomes (eg *China Plant BOL Group, 2011).
Analysis of silent mutations in the third position of codons in coding regions of genes in particular can be
treated as fulfilling largely the assumptions of being selectively neutral, and occurring only once during
evolution (neither being reiterated nor reverting, so all descendents of the individual with the change carry the
new sequence variant). Analysis of such sequences has underpinned the robust and deep phylogenies developed
by the Angiosperm Phylogeny Group (APG, 2009), with monophyletic branches, where all families below a
node have arisen from a single common ancestor, allowing the order of diversification events to be accurately
determined and the ages inferred (Bell et al., 2010).
Genome evolution occurs at a range of different levels. Sequence mutations, involving a base pair
change, an insertion or deletion, are used in the analyses discussed above. Where these changes occur in a
coding position or regulatory sequence, the mutation will often immediately change the phenotype of the plant.
But beyond the relatively simple mutation, other processes including transfer of genes and genomes between
lineages, amplification and mobility of DNA elements within genomes, and amplification and homogenization
of tandemly repeated DNA sequences play critical roles in generation of new species and genome evolution. All
these processes contribute to genome variation, enabling the Darwinian processes leading to "The Origin of
Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life".

Figure 1. Part of the only figure in The Origin of
Species (Darwin, 1859). The concepts of separation of species, with many becoming extinct and
others separating into many other species, along with the monophyletic origins of branches, is the
basis of our current models of phylogeny and genome evolution.
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Horizontal gene transfer
Monophyletic classifications cannot account for reticulation events, where genes or genomes from one species
are transferred from one branch to another branch, or two branches come together. The common ancestor of all
plants includes the mitochondrial and plastid genomes that were incorporated into the cells (*Keeling and
Palmer, 2008) in an endosymbiotic relationship. The transfer of functional genes from these organellar genomes
into to the nucleus of cells, where they remain functional, is a process that is an ongoing evolutionary process
today (*Cullis et al. 2009; Stegemann et al., 2012). The presence of individual transferred genes – a
unidirectional process although having the potential to be repeated – provides a valuable marker for lineages
with a monophyletic origin. It is also clear that larger or smaller stretches of organelles may be incorporated into
the nuclear genomes of plants where they are not functional; given that sequence data is often masked for
organellar sequences, the incorporation of these sequences may not be revealed in assemblies, while other
phylogenies may be erroneous if nuclear copies rather than true-organelle copies of genes are analysed
(Vaughan et al. 1999).
Lateral (or horizontal) gene transfer from one organism to a genome of another is relatively rare
although, when it occurs, an important feature of evolution. The best known example is perhaps infection of
plants by Agrobacterium tumefaciens, involving transfer of the Ti-plasmid with several genes to the host plant;
normally the transformed cells proliferate but do not regenerate to new plants and so have no evolutionary
consequence. In the plant breeding context, the use of Agrobacterium for transformation has been established
with incorporation of desirable genes for agriculture or for study of gene function and regulation, as pioneered
by Schell, van Montague and colleagues (eg Zambryski et al., 1983). Stevens (*2011) reviews evidence for
lateral gene transfer between unrelated plant nuclear genomes, and between parasites and hosts. Horizontal
transfer of genes can introduce novel and advantageous characters into the host species; a clear example is
perhaps the transfer of segments of DNA of viral origin into the nuclear genome that has been observed in
several wild species (Bejarano et al., 1996; Harper et al., 1998). Infection and expression of the virus may be
regulated and prevented by an RNA-mediated silencing mechanism (Staginnus et al., 2007), a mechanism
exploited in new breeding strategies for virus resistance.

Whole genome transfer and duplication
Hybridization of two different species leading to amphipolyploidy (or allopolyploidy) occurs widely in the plant
kingdom, giving new species with the addition of genomes from independent lineages, a reticulation not seen in
the diagram of Darwin (Figure 1). Where new species have been generated by the hybridization, it has usually
been followed by a doubling of the number of chromosomes so each genome is present in two copies, allowing
pairing of chromosomes and regular meiosis. Whole genome duplication within a species, giving autopolyploid
plants or species, is also frequent. Autopolyploidy can occur by a range of mechanisms, including nonsegregation of chromosomes during mitosis or at meiosis, leading to 2n gamete formation. In establishing
monophyly in phylogenetics, Stevens (2011) suggested that genera often can be defined at a level above that at
which hybridization is common. Given that hybridization at the level of taxonomic family and above is virtually
unknown, the data do not affect monophyly at these levels. It is now well established that whole genome
duplications have occurred multiple times through evolution (**van der Peer, 2009). Presumably, at the time of
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their occurrence, many of these ancient polyploidy events would have been considered as amphiploidy (from
hybridization between two recently diverged species), rather than autopolyploidy (chromosome number
doubling) events,. Although the evidence of genome duplication remains strong today, subsequent evolution –
mutation, gain, loss and homogenization of DNA sequences – will have removed the signature of sub-generic
levels of hybridity. In ancient amphiploids, the ancestral genomes become more similar to each other by
homogenization of their repetitive DNA sequences (whether directional or not), a phenomenon that can be seen
in tetraploid hybrid species of various ages (Patel et al. 2011; Koukalova et al. 2010).
Genome sequencing since 2000 has given novel insight into the occurrence of whole genome
duplications (WGDs). With extensive sequence information, the signatures of ancient duplications, back to the
origin of angiosperms and beyond, can be detected, but it has been found that there are only a limited number
ancient (family level or above) duplications in the angiosperm phylogeny (*Tang et al., 2008). Van de Peer et al.
(**2009) have suggested that most genome duplication events are evolutionary dead ends. They show that the
signatures of those occurring near times of mass extinctions, such as the Cretaceous-Tertiary KT transition 50 to
60 million years ago (Mya), are widespread in extant plant lineages (van de Peer et al., 2010). Despite the
presence of polyploids in most lineages during the last c. 10Mya, and the divergence of families, species and
genera throughout the Tertiary and Quaternary, sequence analysis has not identified WGDs between the KT and
recent periods.
Over shorter timescales, many authors have discussed the apparent advantages of polyploidy in terms
of the genetic fixation of combinations of gene alleles and giving freedom for mutation and hence gain of new
functions within duplicated loci, although the data suggest these are mostly of only rare long-term evolutionary
significance leading to new lineages. The three most important crop plants for human nutrition are the grasses
rice, maize and bread wheat, sharing a whole genome duplication more than 50 Mya, and having no further
WGD (rice), a WGD 5 Mya (maize) (Salse et al., 2008), or polyploid hybrid speciation less than 50,000 ya
(wheat). . The near-equal success of these three graminaceous crops under intensive selection from the start of
agriculture 10,000 years ago until today suggests, perhaps surprisingly, that there are no overwhelming
advantages or disadvantages of recent polyploidy over this timescale and selective conditions (Heslop-Harrison
and Schwarzacher, 2012).

Chromosome evolution
The type of interspecific hybrids discussed above can also allow horizontal transfer of chromosomes from one
species to another. Making such hybrids and backcrossing is a valuable process in plant breeding to allow
introgression of characters from a wild species into a cultivar, and the gene alleles from one species are replaced
by those from another. Graybosch et al. (2009) give an example of a released wheat variety involving
hybridization of wheat with Thinopyrum intermedium and backcrossing to wheat, transferring a whole
chromosome arm (Figure 2). Other changes in genomes at the chromosomal level involve rearrangements
including duplications, deletions, fissions, fusions, translocations and inversions of whole chromosomes,
chromosome arms or smaller segments (Heslop-Harrison and Schwarzacher, 2011). These chromosomal events,
where they are present in the pollen or egg cells and do not cause sterility, can become homozygous and then
generate a new, reproductively isolated line that can become a new species.
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Figure 2. Two metaphases of bread wheat, Triticum aestivum (2n=6x=42) with chromosome arms
introgressed from other genera in the grass tribe Triticeae, both from successful wheat varieties
grown commercially. The alien chromosome arm is labelled in red by in situ hybridization with total
genomic DNA from the alien species. A) Wheat variety Beaver with a 1BL.1RS translocation
incorporating a chromosome arm from rye, Secale cereale; the second green probe labels the rDNA
at the nucleolar organizers on chromosomes 1R, 6B, 1A, 5D and 7D. B) The variety Mace
(Graybosch et al., 2009) with a 4DL.4AgS translocation. The green probe shows sites of a tandemly
repeated DNA sequence dpTa1. Scale bar 10 µm. Figures courtesy of Niaz Ali, Robert Graybosch
and Trude Schwarzacher.
The family Brassicaceae, with very variable chromosome numbers, gives excellent examples of the
nature and mechanisms of chromosome number changes. Following whole genome duplication Mandáková et al.
(2010) have shown the extensive chromosome number reduction and rearrangement that occurs by fusions,
translocations and inversions within a group of Australian species. The chromosomal reshuffling over a few
generations has been detected in newly made polyploid Brassica interspecific hybrids between B. oleracea and
B. rapa (Gaeta et al., 2007), where spontaneous loss of chromosomal material was a feature seen before
stabilization of the new hybrid genome combinations, generating new variation in the polyploids.

Repetitive DNA: Tandem repeat evolution
Repetitive DNA is a class of DNA where a particular sequence motif is repeated many times in the genome.
Such motifs may represent several percent of all the DNA in the genome (Heslop-Harrison & Schwarzacher,
2011), and they may occur in tandem arrays at a small number of loci in the genome, where copies are adjacent
to each other (see green probes in Figure 2). Some such sequences encode genes of importance – the ribosomal
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DNA encoding the 45S rRNA and the 5S rRNA are examples, and even in species with very small genomes,
such as Arabidopsis thaliana, rRNA genes may represent several percent of the genome. Although the sequence
of the rRNA genes themselves is highly conserved, the spacers between the genes, both non-transcribed, and,
like the internal transcribed spacer (ITS; China Plant BOL Group 2011) evolve rapidly enough that their
sequence provides a valuable marker for species divergence. Notably, the consequence of sequence
homogenization, presumably involving mechanisms such as slippage replication or recombination with
multiplication and deletion of array elements (see Kuhn et al., 2009). leads to identity between monomers within
the rDNA arrays in a species.
There may be many different and unrelated non-coding tandemly arrayed DNA motifs in a genome,
with each copy present at one or more centromeric, sub-telomeric or intercalary regions of chromosomes.
Examples are known where the arrays are substantially different between species, but homogenized within
species (eg in the genus Arabidopsis; Heslop-Harrison et al., 2003), or represent the same range of variation
over a number of different species from both plants (Contento et al., 2009) and animals (where there is more
appropriate sequence data available so homogenization processes can be examined in arrays of different sizes;
Kuhn et al. 2011). Thus the evolutionary history of different tandem repeat families differs; furthermore, the
nature of the repeats may also relate to recombination and facilitate chromosome rearrangements (Molnar et al.,
2011).

Dispersed repetitive DNA
The second major group of repeated sequences are those related to transposable elements – pieces of DNA that
amplify and move within the plant genome, either through an RNA intermediate (Class I transposable elements
or retrotransposons), or through DNA (Class II, DNA transposable elements). Not least because of their mode of
amplification, these sequences are usually dispersed throughout the chromosomes, although some families tend
to be clustered in centromeric, intercalary or terminal chromosome regions. Sequences are also deleted during
evolution of the genome. Transposable elements may diverge and amplify following speciation.
Retrotransposons, amplifying through a DNA intermediate, are very widespread in many genomes, and indeed
they and their remnants may represent some 50% of all the DNA in many species (eg in banana, see HeslopHarrison & Schwarzacher 2007). As an example of a DNA transposon, a CACTA element has been amplified in
Brassica oleracea (CC genome), and in situ hybridization can identify the C-genome chromosomes in the
amphiploid species B. napus (AACC genomes; Alix et al. 2008) since its amplification is restricted to the Cgenome evolutionary lineage. Transposable elements act as drivers of genome diversification or evolution and,
by carrying coding DNA or inserting into coding or regulatory sequences, gene evolution.

Genome size evolution
Large scale genome evolution as discussed above occurs at levels from DNA mutation, through the repetitive
motifs (motif sequence, number of copies and number of sites in the genome) to chromosomal rearrangement
and whole genome duplication or polyploidy. These diverse mechanisms lead to huge changes in the total size
of plant genomes. In 2011, the range of known plant genome sizes was known to lie from 63 Mbp (million base
pairs) in the carnivorous species Genlisea margaretae to 149,000 Mbp in the liliales species Paris japonica
(*Bennett and Leitch, 2011). G. margaretae contains all the genes required for a higher plant, but very little the
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repetitive DNA, although given the relationship to species with more DNA (as in the Brassicaceae evolution,
Mandakova et al., 2010), it is likely that loss of sequences, and particularly the repetitive component of the
genome, has occurred from the ancestors. Polyploidy and genome duplication also lead to larger genomes, and,
for example within the Triticeae grasses (including barley, rye, wheat and their wild relatives), both
chromosome number and genome size gives an indication of ploidy (Bennett and Leitch, 2011). However, even
within diploids where molecular maps indicate single copy sequences show conserved synteny and
recombination length (cM) is similar between species, genome (and thus average chromosome) sizes may vary
by nearly 2-fold because of differences in repetitive DNA content.

Sequencing and genome evolution
Much recent work on plant genomes has come from their study by whole-genome shotgun sequencing. This
approach, given the many-fold coverage of the genome that is possible, enables complete assembly of the generich region of the genome, but does not allow assembly of the repetitive parts; in one recent genome assembly,
Copia family retrotransposons represented 3.1% of reads but were 50-fold (0.062%) less in the assembly (AsDous et al. 2011). When a dispersed repetitive element or tandem repeat array has very little variation, it can be
extremely difficult to assemble sequences with short read shotgun technologies even using paired end strategies,
where tandem arrays or groups of transposons may not be bridged efficiently. Even with sequencing of
individual BACs, it has proved difficult to assemble the order of repeat monomers in the reads (Kuhn et al.,
2011). BAC-end sequencing, or genomic survey sequencing (GSS) can give an accurate measurement of
genome composition, although subcloning or adapter ligation may give unequal representation of repetitive
sequence motifs, with different composition (% GC) of DNA or secondary structures. However, use of multiple
approaches may assemble large blocks of repetitive DNA, such as those found at the centromeres, and this is
essential to identify chromosome-to-chromosome variation, inclusion of genes, and epigenetic marks (*Wu et
al., 2011).

Genome extinction, evolution or speciation
Given the range of evolutionary mechanisms at the genome level, can we identify any features of the genomes
of species that are successful in continuing for long evolutionary times or show extensive speciation in their
lineage, rather than going extinct? Over a shorter period, most current crops were domesticated over a relatively
short period between 8,000 and 10,000 years ago, but are there genomic characteristics which mean a few have
essentially vanished, and almost none been added, since this earliest period of domestication? Can genomic
features of „new‟ crops be predicted, whether those are currently minor crops, or, for example, biofuel crops
where intensive selection has not been practiced (Heslop-Harrison and Schwarzacher, 2012)? Given predictions
that species extinction is now occurring at as high rates as during previous mass extinctions, will the extra
adaptability of polyploid plants mean they become dominant? The wealth of DNA sequence information,
combined with appropriate informatic tools and experimental approaches including generation of synthetic
hybrids, comparison of genotypes across environments, and modelling of genomic responses to stress (Kim et
al., 2010, 2011), is beginning to generate answers to these important questions. The solutions will be of critical
value both for conservation of the biodiversity of the plant kingdom and addressing the challenges of breeding
new and more sustainable crops to feed the human population.
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Legends to figures
Figure 1. Part of the only figure in The Origin of Species (Darwin, 1859). The concepts of separation of species,
with many becoming extinct and others separating into many other species, along with the monophyletic origins
of branches, is the basis of our current models of phylogeny and genome evolution.
Figure 2. Two metaphases of bread wheat, Triticum aestivum (2n=6x=42) with chromosome arms introgressed
from other genera in the grass tribe Triticeae, both from successful wheat varieties grown commercially. The
alien chromosome arm is labelled in red by in situ hybridization with total genomic DNA from the alien species.
A) Wheat variety Beaver with a 1BL.1RS translocation incorporating a chromosome arm from rye, Secale
cereale; the second green probe labels the rDNA at the nucleolar organizers on chromosomes 1R, 6B, 1A, 5D
and 7D. B) The variety Mace (Graybosch et al., 2009) with a 4DL.4AgS translocation. The green probe shows
sites of a tandemly repeated DNA sequence dpTa1. Scale bar 10 µm. Figures courtesy of Niaz Ali, Robert
Graybosch and Trude Schwarzacher.
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